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FRITZ HAAG RIESLING BEERENAUSLESE
GOLDKAPSEL BRAUNEBERGER JUFFER
SONNENUHR 2013

[95]  Fine Wine Review
Does show plenty of botrytis and resulting concentration,
plus crispness breadth to go with apple and brown sugar
flavors.  February 2015

[94]  Wine Spectator
Delicate yet complex, with plenty of snap to the fresh0cut
apple and pears flavors, supported by enveloping acidity
and vibrant minerality. Honey and crème brûlée notes
emerge on the finish.  April 30, 2015

FRITZ HAAG RIESLING BEERENAUSLESE
BRAUNEBERGER JUFFER SONNENUHR 2013

[93+]  Wine Advocate
Noble, slate-like and fresh on the nose, floral/herbal-
scented. Is rich and sweet but still finesse-filled and
elegant and finishes with a nice salinity.  February 2015

[91]  Wine Enthusiast
Saffron and spice introduce this fairy-winged beere-
nauslese. Deftly balanced, it’s delicate and racy, yet
concentrated with tangerine and honey flavors. Lemon-
lime acidity drenches the finish, extending long and lean.
April 2015

FRITZ HAAG RIESLING AUSLESE GOLDKAPSEL
BRAUNEBERGER JUFFER SONNENUHR 2013

[95]  Mosel Fine Wines
This offers a slightly sorbet-styled nose of grapefruit,
pineapple and greengage, melted into a sea of acacia

honey, apricot and herbs. The creamy side on the palate
brings balance to superb racy flavors on the palate and a
captivatingly long and multi-layered finish. What a beau-
tiful bottling of Auslese GK!  October 2014

[94]  Wine & Spirits
This is prodigiously sweet, with a buckwheat honey inten-
sity and golden peach nectar flavor. The acidity carries a
spice that’s warming and intriguing, and adds a balancing
element to a wine that’s baroquely opulent.  
December 2014

[94]  Fine Wine Review
Shows greater concentration with sharp acidity playing
against the sugar.  February 2015

FRITZ HAAG RIESLING AUSLESE GOLDKAPSEL
BRAUNEBERGER JUFFER 2013

[95]  Wine & Spirits  —Best Buy—
This is stunningly pure and crystalline in its fruit for all
the sweetness it packs in. It tasted of white peaches,
honeysuckle and herbs; the fruit feels silky, the flavors
sunny yet with a cool, ferny earthiness. The acidity is just
as high as the sweetness, creating a frisson of excitement.
Not for the faint of heart - just like the vineyard, a terrify-
ingly steep, slippery wash of slate overlooking the Mosel.
December 2014

[95]  Fine Wine Review
Richer from the botrytis in the wine. The wine is deep,
dense, and nervy. The acidity is high here, too, but with
the botrytis, the sugar is more in evidence.  
February 2015

[93]  Wine Advocate
Indicates fresh lime and slate aromas intermixed with ripe
peach flavors. Very elegant, mineral and quite sweet on
the palate but also fresh and piquant.  February 2015
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[92]  Mosel Fine Wines
This offers a superb nose of greengage, grapefruit, peach
and spices as well as quite a round and elegant feel of
spices and even a minty side in a long and deliciously
complex and multi-layered finish. This slick, racy and
quite simply fascinating wine is very easy to drink.
October 2014

FRITZ HAAG RIESLING AUSLESE
BRAUNEBERGER JUFFER SONNENUHR 2013

[94]  Wine Spectator
Firm and focused, this is filled with powerful flavors of
dark currant, white raspberry, melon and red peach, all
loaded with minerality. Finely textured overall, with an
explosively fresh finish of tarragon and slate.  
April 30, 2015

[93+]  Fine Wine Review
The wine has thrilling, penetrating acidity that plays
perfectly against the sugar for an almost dryish effect. The
body is medium-light, making for a most racy wine.
February 2015

[93+]  Wine Advocate
Rich, ripe and intense but also refreshingly stony on the
nose. Offers a complex and noble bouquet which leads to
a sweet, highly elegant, very mineral, fresh and piquant
texture followed by a pure and extremely salty finish. It
has finesse and expression.  February 2015

[92]  Mosel Fine Wines
This delivers a telltale complex yet airy feel of apricot,
pineapple and grapefruit. A touch of cream brings balance
to the palate and gives way to a clean feel of apricot and
papaya in the finish. This is nicely complex and, above all,
superbly well balanced.  October 2014

FRITZ HAAG RIESLING AUSLESE
BRAUNEBERGER JUFFER 2013

[93]  Wine Enthusiast
Intitially quiet apple and lemon notes intensify on the
palate of this delicate auslese, showing riper, richer shades
of sun-kissed peach and apricot. An electric edge of lime
acidity shocks the midpalate, extending to a cool, mineral
finish. It’s a remarkably long, complex ride for the senses.
April 2015

[93+]  Fine Wine Review
Crisp, clear, and crystalline with sugar and acid balanced
on a knife edge and incipient peach fruit.  February 2015

[93]  The Wine Advocate
Delicate honey and floral aromas along with fresh grape-
fruit and lemon flavors open with transparency, finesse
and elegance. Feather-light, lovely piquant with subtle
fruit flavors and a lingering, very stimulating salinity.
February 2015

[92]  Wine Spectator
The white chocolate notes are layered over crisp and
zesty flavors of apple, Asian pear and celery root. Very
flinty, with an interesting mix of chamomile and verbena
on the finish.  April 30, 2015

[91]  Mosel Fine Wines
This wine shows some superb expression of botrytis as
lime, pineapple and star anise provide structure to a spicy
body of wine. There is quite some weight and intensity
here but everything is kept light and alive through a
nicely integrated kick of acidity. This is very nice and
long.  October 2014

FRITZ HAAG RIESLING SPÄTLESE
BRAUNEBERGER JUFFER SONNENUHR 2013

[93]  Mosel Fine Wines
This is quite a success as superbly complex flavors of
apricot, spice, pineapple, grapefruit and other delicately
exotic fruits come out of the glass. The wine is nicely racy
yet also creamy on the palate, with more apricot to boot.
But it is the quality and racy and complex balance of the
finish which turns this into something quite special. This
is plain gorgeous and a textbook Juffer-Sonnenuhr
Spätlese which screams Haag.  October 2014

[93]  Fine Wine Review
Broader and sweeter with perhaps a bit more slate depth,
and grip to it.  February 2015
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[92]  Wine Spectator
Taut and focused, with rapierlike acidity to the green
apple, leek and gooseberry flavors. Offers well-defined
tarragon and caraway notes, showing an intense savori-
ness that lingers on the finish.  Jan 31 - Feb. 28, 2014

[92]  Wine Enthusiast  —Editors’ Choice—
Lavishly perfumed with hints of honeysuckle, musk
melon and pear, this animated Riesling exhilarates the
senses. Juicy and fresh with pristine stone-fruit flavor, it
glides effortlessly yet endlessly on the palate.  April 2015

FRITZ HAAG RIESLING SPÄTLESE
BRAUNEBERGER JUFFER 2013

[94]  Wine Spectator  —Highly Recommended—
The rich and elegant flavors of Fuji apple, kiwifruit and
green peach glisten with intense flinty notes. Hints of fig
and anise emerge as well, presenting luscious minerality
on the seductively spiced finish. Complex and concen-
trated.  Jan 31 - Feb. 28, 2014

[92+]  Wine Advocate
A delicate Riesling with a very subtle fruit and a great
finesse on the palate. This is a perfectly balanced, nobly
textured wine with almost no botrytis.  February 2015

[92]  Wine Enthusiast
The best Mosel Rieslings of the difficult 2013 vintage all
juxtapose plump, luscious yellow fruit against spine-
tingling acidity. Dancing delicate, this is a classic example
of the style. It seems demure in stature, yet packs a punch
of complexity and flavor from start to finish.  April 2015

[92]  Fine Wine Review
Crisp and pure with slate and incipient peach aromas and
flavors. The acidity keeps the wine from being especially
sweet, but it is well-balanced.  February 2015

[91]  Mosel Fine Wines
This Spätlese shows in the deliciously crisp and inviting
nose which plays on grapefruit and yellow peach on the
nose but with an almost Auslese intensity on the palate.
The finish is a tad sweet at the moment but give this
beauty a decade in the bottle and it will handsomely
reward you with a gorgeous glass of true Spätlese Mosel
Riesling.  October 2014

[91]  Tasting Panel
Lush and rich with minerals, sweetness and candied
peach; long, juicy and balanced.  November 2014

FRITZ HAAG RIESLING KABINETT
BRAUNEBERGER 2013

[93]  Fine Wine Review
A gem - pure, crystalline, precise with mineral and incipi-
ent peach flavors in a light body with acidity present but
not aggressive. The wine is long and only barely sweet.
February 2015

[92]  Wine Enthusiast
Smoke, earth and bramble tones meander amidst tart
stone fruit and tangerine flavors in this bristling kabinett.
Off dry in style, it’s juicy and effortlessly quaffable, yet
subtly nuanced with lingering hints of blossom, saffron
and herb.  June 2015

[92]  Wine & Spirits
There’s something especially compelling about Oliver
Haag’s dried wines in 2013, a succulence to them that’s
entirely unexpected. This is a prime example: It has crys-
talline, mineral-driven intensity typical of this steep,
brown-slate vineyard, with delicate notes of lemon zest
and herbs, and yet, it comes across as juicy, with a lasting
flavor that sticks to the lips.  December 2014

[90]  Wine Spectator
A focused and fruity style, with juicy flavors of peach,
apricot and white plum that are focused and fresh-tasting.
Creamy accents emerge on the spicy finish.  
June 30, 2015

[90]  Tasting Panel
Racy and fresh with smooth texture and tangy acidity;
citrus, some sweetness; long and balanced.  
November 2014
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[89]  Mosel Fine Wines
This delicately fruit-styled Kabinett is driven by grape-
fruit, flowers and chalky minerals. The wine is gorgeously
vibrating on the palate and leaves a nicely clean and
mouth-watering feel in the finish. This is a very nice
Kabinett made in a crisp style.  October 2014

FRITZ HAAG RIESLING FEINHERB
BRAUNEBERGER JUFFER 2013

[91]  Wine Advocate
Medium dry pendant, offers a pure and delicate bouquet
of bright fruits and slate aromas. This is a very elegant,
full-bodied, well balanced wine with a juicy, lovely
piquant finish. Excellent!  February 2015

[91]  Wine Enthusiast
Honey and saffron mingle with blossomy perfume in this
lavish semidry Riesling. A streak of lemon-lime acidity
adds zip to sweet, concentrated white peach and tangerine
flavors. It’s irresistibly juicy with a lingering finish.  
Web Only 2015

[89]  Mosel Fine Wines
A touch of earthy spice brings depth to scents of apple,
pear and mirabelle and give way to a powerful feel of
smoke and zesty cream on the palate. The finish is quite
nicely balanced and leaves a complex yet racy feel of
herbs and fruits in a long after-taste.  October 2014

FRITZ HAAG RIESLING TROCKEN GG
BRAUNEBERGER JUFFER SONNENUHR 2013

[93]  Wine Enthusiast
Wisps of smoke and crushed rock imbue this dry, broadly
textured wine. Lemon and lime acidity strike the
midpalate like a laser before melting into the mineral-rich
sheen that extends the finish. It’s remarkably bold for a
Mosel Riesling, yet never loses its elegant appeal.  
April 2015

[92+]  Fine Wine Review
Nervy, pure, and wiry with dark plum fruit and also a bit
of yellow plum fruit.  February 2015

[91+]  Wine Advocate
Combines ripe and intense fruit aromas with subtle slate
flavors on the nose leading to a full-bodied, lovely juicy
and mineral-scented wine with a piquant and lingering
acidity.  February 2015

[91]  Mosel Fine Wines
The wine offers a very attractive and ripe nose of grape-
fruit, pineapple, white peach and mirabelle, which lead to
a lean and delicate feel on the palate. The finish is nicely
crisp and lean with enough complexity to grab attention.
October 2014

[89]  Wine Spectator
Shows a steely essence to the green apple, gooseberry and
white currant flavors, matched to effusive spicy notes.
Hints of sage honey grace the finish. April 30, 2015

[18]  Jancis Robinson
It is nothing short of a miracle how even in a mean
vintage like 2013 the fruit aromas of Haag’s Juffer
Sonnenuhr manage to border onto the exotic. The palate
excites with a partnership of vibrant acidity and zesty
fruit, injected with just the right doses of residual sugar
and slatey minerality. Effortless with a long finish.  October
13, 2014

FRITZ HAAG RIESLING TROCKEN GG
BRAUNEBERGER JUFFER 2013

[93]  Wine & Spirits
From some of the oldest vines in Juffer, an exceptionally
steep vineyard of weathered Devonian slate, this riesling
buzzes with energy, a dynamic wine that doesn’t sacrifice
succulence in the quest for dryness. The lemony fruit is
juicy and pure, heightened by floral notes like lime leaf;
the minerality is firm and expansive, giving all that fruit a
stage.  December 2014

[92]  Fine Wine Review
Pure with peach and plum fruit and is round with no
edges to the acidity.  February 2015

[90]  Wine Advocate
Clear, fresh and mineral on the limey nose. Quite rich and
powerful, but also complex and still elegant Riesling
Grosses Gewächs, revealing a juicy texture and a salty
aftertaste. The Juffer GG is the lean and mineral-scented
character.  February 2015

[90]  Wine Enthusiast
This dry, delicately framed Riesling has beauty within its
subtleties. Hints of lemon, lime, honey and blossom flutter
on the palate against a backdrop of steely minerals and
piercing acidity.  Web Only 2015
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[90]  Mosel Fine Wines
This wine delivers a touch of whipped cream, spices and
smoke on the nose as well as great smoky feel on the
palate and the finish. The balance in this deliciously light
wine is superb.  October 2014

[17.5]  Jancis Robinson
The herbaceous expression of spontaneous fermentation
seems a little more pronounced and the fruit content not
quite as expressive, but when it comes to substance and
extract the Juffer cannot be faulted. A hint of butter-
scotch, coupled with an almost creamy texture, demon-
strated that every little bit of late autumn sun has been
pressed into service.  October 13, 2014

FRITZ HAAG RIESLING TROCKEN “J”
BRAUNEBERGER 2013

[88]  Mosel Fine Wines
This attractive wine delivers subdued yet inviting scents
of smoke, apple, mirabelle, conference pear and oregano
as well as a hint of banana, which adds a delicately round
touch to the nose. A softly tickly acidity comes through on
the palate and gives the whole thing a mouth-watering
feel in the after-taste. This is nicely made.  October 2014

FRITZ HAAG RIESLING TROCKEN
BRAUNEBERGER 2013

[93]  Wine Enthusiast  —Editors’ Choice—
Honeysuckle wafts softly amidst white peach and lemon
aromas on this dry, unctuous wine. Richly textured, it’s
almost oily in mouthfeel, but balanced by a streak of high
acidity and a steely, mineral tone. Finishes long and lean
on a bristling lime-zest note.  February 2015

[91]  Fine Wine Review
Displays all the elements that make Brauneberg such a
special location: plenty of energy, very stony and mineral
aromas and flavors. It is all done up in a medium-light
body with acidity that is not too sharp, and the customary
Haag finess that melds with the energy.  February 2015

FRITZ HAAG RIESLING TROCKEN 2013

[92]  Wine Enthusiast
Sumptuous notes of sugar cookie and honeydew prefume
this lavish, full-bodied bottling. It’s dry on the palate with
piercing white-grapefruit acidity, but blaanced by a rich,
almost creamy, mouthfeel. The finish lingers luxuriously
with a murmur of lime-zest astringency.  February 2015

[89]  Wine Spectator
A spicy, plush, dry Riesling, with a broad beam of slate
and white cherry flavors. Hints of honey show midpalate,
featuring a creamy texture that extends into the finish.
May 31, 2015

FRITZ HAAG RIESLING 2013

[90]  Tasting Panel
Smooth and ripe with juicy citrus and minerals; lush and
tangy, rich and balanced, long and fresh.  November 2014

[88]  Wine Spectator
Green apple and spice flavors dominate this savory style.
Fresh and juicy midpalate, with notes of celery salt. Crisp
finish.  May 31, 2015

www.weingut-fritz-haag.de


